
New range of infrared 
alarm transmitters



The new transmitters from SAS are now
available for use with our RED ALERT staff
attack system.  

New range of infrared
alarm transmitters

Although our original range of transmitters

are still popular, the latest transmitters

have new additional features, which are

proving invaluable to our clients.

One of the main innovations is the move

to rechargeable batteries.  There is no

longer a need to stock, or worry about

disposal of replacement batteries.  Simply

plug the transmitter into a charger for up

to 11/2 hours.  When fully charged, it will

last for up to 12 months.

To compliment this feature a test button is

included.  Pressing this button illuminates

an led, indicating the level of charge

remaining in the battery.  It also sends an

infrared test signal to the nearest receiver

causing its reassurance light to flash –

giving confirmation that a full function 

test has been completed.  In the event 

of a transmitter not being tested a 

“low battery” warning will bleep as 

an additional safeguard.

With the Curo, we have kept the tried and

tested method of push-button and pull 

pin to activate two different call levels,

however in addition, the pull pin now has

the option of retaining or pulling away.

Two side buttons have been added to the

Curo transmitter.  These are double-press

‘squeeze’ buttons and can be programmed

to send out any type of alarm signal.

The Curo is extremely robust, the ergonomic

lightweight design has tactile rubber edges

providing both excellent grip and protection

for the unit when used in an unfriendly

environment.

A clothing clip, enabling easy attachment

to hospital ‘greens’, and a heavy duty

clothing clip are provided.

ID Card Holder
Many organisations require staff to wear

ID Cards, making this product an ideal

solution – A combined card holder and

staff attack transmitter, designed to hold

standard ID Cards.

This extremely lightweight and discreet

transmitter sits comfortably on clothing

using the clothing clip provided, although

if preferred it could be worn with a neck

chain.

As with the Curo, this transmitter uses

rechargeable batteries.  Buttons on the

back of the transmitter and a pair of side

mounted double action ‘squeeze’ buttons

are used to send alarm calls.  There is also

a test button, allowing staff to easily check

battery levels and functionality.

Request a copy of our product guide,

giving up-to-date details on the full

range of our products using contact

details below.  

Contact
Specialist Alarm Services Ltd

Hinde House, Elswick East Terrace

George Street Industrial Estate

Newcastle upon Tyne, NE4 7LJ

T 0191 272 2222

F 0191 272 5010

E sales@sasuk.com
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